年完成产值同比达到一
元以上
成 产 值
即新升规入库企业当年完
Recently, the county has set up an industrial promotion plan. With the help of government support, the number of new enterprises has increased significantly. The new enterprises are expected to bring in more than 500 million yuan in sales revenue, with an annual profit of more than 150 million yuan.

The strategy is to leverage the strength of the county’s industrial parks, build new industrial parks, and establish new enterprises. By the end of this year, the county aims to introduce more than 100 new enterprises, with an annual sales revenue of more than 500 million yuan and an annual profit of more than 150 million yuan.

In addition, the county is also promoting the development of new businesses. By the end of this year, the county aims to introduce more than 100 new enterprises, with an annual sales revenue of more than 500 million yuan and an annual profit of more than 150 million yuan.